
JABSOM Faculty Senate Meeting Agenda 

Thursday, September 13, 2012, 5-6 pm in Room 224 

 

Call in available at 692-0864 

 

I. Review Minutes 
 

II. Guest – Kris Hanselman from UHPA to discuss chair evaluation/faculty vote process and 

BU67 
 

III. Space Committee – Vote on draft policy 

Is the space document only to be used for Kakaako space, including leased space nearby? 

What do you consider a "Unit"?  Is a program or center considered a unit?  We want to be sure to 

keep it consistent between programs, centers, departments, units, etc. 
 

I think the goal is to have a single process for space considerations regardless of where it is, 

MEB, BSB, leased space, etc.  However, regarding leased space there will be other 

considerations in view of rental cost assignment, etc.   Concerning the “Unit” question, I think 

there would be some flexibility possible based upon what made sense.  It should be via some 

reasonably autonomous entity I would imagine for coordination purposes.  

 

IV. 360 Chair Review Update – Follow-up on performance indicators: “The role of the 

department chair is complex and multifaceted. I look at productivity in many areas. This focus is 

in part based upon feedback from our UH and community partners, the faculty members, the 

dean's executive team, and the chair's peers. The expectations for the chair are somewhat 

dependent upon the needs of the school at the time and will change over time. Some generalities 

do exist. For example, at the departmental level, it is important for the clinical chair to maintain a 

varied revenue stream that helps build academic faculty positions (e.g., through fostering 

research grants, practice plan income, etc). The chair needs to recruit and nurture those academic 

faculty positions. The chair needs to demonstrate that the faculty members are engaged in 

scholarship and academically productive (e.g., grants, peer-reviewed publications, national 

service etc). The expectations for a new chair versus one who has been in the role for many years 

will be different. My goal is to maintain a dialogue with department chairs on a regular basis so 

that they are aware of the expectations (or should be, if they are listening). Based upon the 

responsiveness to this dialogue, visible progress, urgency of environmental factors that must be 

addressed, and prior opportunity to make progress, a chair appointment may or may not be 

renewed. We are a complex organization and the decision making around chair appointments is 

equally complex. It does not distill to a simple linear formula or point system.” 
 
V. Other: comments on new tenure model?  

"Non G-fund compensation amount and/or adjustments shall not be subject to the grievance 

process".  The Manoa Faculty senate voted this: "that no Manoa funds external to the Medical 

School be used to cover salary gaps if these should occur". 
 
VI. Announcements:  

Next Meeting:  October 11, 2012. Faculty Satisfaction Survey – Update on retention statistics 

from Nancy Foster 

Vice-President Andy Stenger taking minutes for 9/13/12, 10/11/12, and 11/8/12 meetings. 


